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“Furthermore, it must be the group of guys from the Dragon Blood team,
pretentious, thinking that they have completed a lot of S-level tasks in the
past two years, so they started to install it.
There is a man who is not too tall and only has a head of 1.7 meters, but a
very strong man jokingly said that he was lying on the sofa, and the five
fingers of his right hand were moving fast. There were five blades in him.
His fingertips move at a very fast speed. Under the shining of the light, it
looks particularly bright and full of cold air. Ordinary people will get
goosebumps at a glance.
These five blades are so sharp that they can cut through the skin with a
single stroke, and there are only blades, no handles, very dangerous things,
but in the hands of this man, they seem to have been tamed, and they
actually scratch at all. Without his fingers, it can be seen how strong he is.
Immediately after he finished speaking, the five knives on his fingers
suddenly let go and flew towards the dial opposite him. There was no sound.
The five knives were actually inserted into the red heart in the middle of the
dial.
Another person snorted and said: “Furuto, your sword skills have improved
a lot, I believe you are ready, you are going to compete with the dragon
blood team’s magic dragon, right?”
Gutō snorted, and some jealousy flashed in his eyes. Obviously, he was still
very jealous of the Dragon Blood team’s magic dragon, but he said
disdainfully: “The mere magic dragon is not mine. Opponent, in this
competition, I will personally defeat him! It’s you, Che Hong, have you
beaten Ding Feipeng of the Longxue team this year?”
Che Hong snorted and said, “What is Ding Feipeng? What I will challenge
this year is his brother!”
In their words, they showed strong hostility towards the Dragon Blood team.
Indeed, in Xuanyuan three places, the only group that can be treated equally
by the Fangs group is the Dragon Blood group. The other four groups are all
too bad, and they are not of the same level at all.
So when they saw that Changfeng, Qinglang, and Agni were injured, they
didn’t even think about the other four groups. Even the instructors of the
four groups were excluded. They thought they knew that those four groups’
The instructors are all soft persimmons, and they dare not offend the people
in their Fangs group, and are afraid that the instructors of the Fangs group
will make trouble.
At this moment, when they saw Changfeng, Blue Wolf, and Agni not talking,
they were a little surprised. Guteng asked again: “Why, you three are taught
by the dragon blood team and you won’t know how to say anything. said?”
Che Hong’s words caused a ridicule of the other members of the Fangs
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group, but then, Chang Feng’s words shocked them, “The one who defeated
us was not from the Longxue group, but from the fourth group. The
instructor of the group.”
“What?” After hearing this, Che Hong was stunned.
Others also frowned, their first reaction, even disbelief, the fourth group,
that is the existence of the three crane tails in Xuanyuan, and the instructor
of the fourth group is just a soft persimmon. See you at ordinary times. The
people in their Fangs group didn’t dare to speak loudly, let alone teach them.
Besides, the instructors of the fourth group, have the guts, dare to attack the
people in their Fangs group, are not afraid that the instructors of the Fangs
group will make trouble? Looking at the entire Xuanyuan three groups, who
didn’t know that the instructors of the Fangs group were famous for
protecting shortcomings.
Gutō sneered and said, “I said Changfeng, you are also ranked in our group.
You were taught by the dragon blood group guys, and you still dare not
admit it. You pushed it to the fourth group instructor? Who? I don’t know,
the fourth group instructor is a bully. Does he dare to bully our Fangs
group?”
Another person also said: “Yes, all three of you have been bullied by the
trash instructor from the fourth group? Who believes it?”
Chang Feng said bitterly, “This is true.”
Then, Green Wolf and Lihuo nodded bitterly, and they were all stunned at
once. They both stood up, their faces full of surprise.
Among them, Guteng said in surprise: “On the fourth group, that fellow Liu
Bufan? Does he have the courage to shoot at you?!”
“That’s right, even if Liu Bufan is an instructor, he might not be able to beat
you like this?”
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